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Welcome to MMA Gets Real - A Street Fighters Guide. I truly believe that whether you are a

complete novice, or a seasoned cage fighter, this book will have something to offer you. I

searched for over twenty years to find a self defence book that would work in the "no holds

barred" arena that is the street and over this time I found countless books full of unworkable

techniques being taught by people who obviously had no experience in fighting for there lives

on the streets - WHERE THERE ARE NO RULES.I decided to put the many experiences I

have had in competition fighting and in street fighting into this book in the hope that you will

discover what really works in the street and what does not. Unfortunatly there are many, many

books and instructors out there teaching unworkable techniques for unrealistic scenarios.How

many instructors teach fear control or adrenaline dump?How many instructors teach safe

space & urban awareness?How many instructors have actually been in a life or death street

fight?I have poured every single piece of knowledge and experience I have gained into this

book and I know that if you study and practice the techniques shown in my book, then you will

be well equipped to handle any situation you encounter on the streets or in the cage!

From the Back CoverFrench-speaking people have no trouble remembering which type of

diabetes is which. They use the term diabète maigre (thin diabetes) to refer to the severe form

of diabetes that tends to strike young, slender children. They use the term diabète gras (fat

diabetes) to refer to the milder, curable form of diabetes that occurs in overweight people.Fat

diabetes can be cured by switching to a low-fat, high-fiber, high-carbohydrate, purely plant-

based (vegan) diet. The same diet that cures fat diabetes can help to prevent thin diabetes and

help prevent the complications of the disease. It can also help everyone in the family stay slim

and healthy.Laurie Thomas has written a very practical, readable book. Her science and logic

are impeccable. Diabetics and those wishing to avoid diabetes or to help others with diabetes

will find all the information necessary to deal with this disease by using proper nutrition.--John

Forrest, MD, Professor Emeritus, University of California San Diego School of Medicine.Laurie

Thomas is one of the few authors who gets it: The human diet is based on starchy vegetables

and grains.--John McDougall, MD, Founder, The McDougall ProgramLaurie Thomas clearly

explains how diabetes is a dietary disease. By following her recommendations, most people

with type 2 will recover from their diabetes and those with type 1 will avoid the debilitating side

effects of the disease. This book is a must-read, for we all know someone who is affected by

diabetes.--Deborah Pate, DC, DACBR --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorLaurie Endicott Thomas has worked as an editor in various aspects of medical

publishing for many years. Her first book was Not Trivial: How Studying the Traditional Liberal

Arts Can Set You Free (www.nottrivialbook.com). It explains what has gone wrong in the public

schools in the United States, and how those problems pose a threat to democracy. In Thin

Diabetes, Fat Diabetes (www.thindiabetes.com), she explains how to use diet to prevent type 1

diabetes mellitus and cure type 2 diabetes mellitus. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Page 30 Get Back to Basics Page 32INTRODUCTIONThank you for purchasing this book. I

truly believe that what you are about to read will change the way you look at Martial arts and

it’s relationship and relevance with fighting for your life in the street.This book is the book I

longed for when I began training in martial arts. I bought self defence books, one after another

and every time I found myself in a street fight, the techniques they were proposing fell way

short of the mark and I had to refer back to raw instinct.It became obvious to me that either

these guys had never actually been in a real fight or that I was shit at executing their advice.I

quickly decided I wasn’t shit. And it was indeed their advice that was shit. Or to be kinder,

misinformed.Now by this time I’d been in maybe thirty or so proper street fights and I felt I was

beginning to figure out what worked and what didn’t.I subsequently spent the next fifteen or so

years studying all the martial arts, trying to figure out what worked and what didn’t work.I

remember teaching MMA before MMA existed. Yeah, you had the very early UFC fights, but no

one was a true mixed martial artist. We however, were teaching classes of students how to;

box, kick, clinch, wrestle and ground and pound, before the term even existed.I remember to

this day having a Kung Fu practitioner come to my class for about a month, and then go back

to his instructor, telling him his art wouldn’t work in a real fight. This led to the instructor

marching into my class and challenging me to a fight in front of my students. Talk about

adrenaline dump.I declined, but offered him one of my younger students, who had been

coming to my class for the last six months. This enraged the Kung fu master and I had to agree

to fight him after he disposed of my Nineteen year old student.The fight lasted less than a

minute. And I had to pull my student off the poor man. You see, my student went straight for a

double leg takedown, followed by the mount and then decided to ground and pound the poor

guy.Afterwards I remember the instructor complaining that he didn’t come over for a scrap. He’d

come over for a proper fight. You see, this was his way of justifying to himself, how he’d just

been beaten. In his mind that wasn’t fighting. It was thuggery. But on that day, after that fight,

every one of my students and every one of his students knew this mixed martial arts or street

defence, as I called it back then, was the way forward.This is my point. The difference back

then is the same as it is now.Just because you have been taught MMA, doesn’t mean you have

the tools to beat a good street fighter. Yes you have an advantage over the average Joe, but

not a guy who does this week after week with no training.There is so much more to fighting

than just fighting and I hope this book helps you understand this.For the record, I have never

once started a fight. I actually hate violence. But I understand that when attacked, you must

defend yourself as if your very life depended on it. Prepare for the worst and the best always

happens.Enjoy and absorb!MY PROMISE TO YOU
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believe that what you are about to read will change the way you look at Martial arts and it’s

relationship and relevance with fighting for your life in the street.This book is the book I longed

for when I began training in martial arts. I bought self defence books, one after another and

every time I found myself in a street fight, the techniques they were proposing fell way short of

the mark and I had to refer back to raw instinct.It became obvious to me that either these guys

had never actually been in a real fight or that I was shit at executing their advice.I quickly

decided I wasn’t shit. And it was indeed their advice that was shit. Or to be kinder,

misinformed.Now by this time I’d been in maybe thirty or so proper street fights and I felt I was

beginning to figure out what worked and what didn’t.I subsequently spent the next fifteen or so

years studying all the martial arts, trying to figure out what worked and what didn’t work.I

remember teaching MMA before MMA existed. Yeah, you had the very early UFC fights, but no

one was a true mixed martial artist. We however, were teaching classes of students how to;

box, kick, clinch, wrestle and ground and pound, before the term even existed.I remember to

this day having a Kung Fu practitioner come to my class for about a month, and then go back

to his instructor, telling him his art wouldn’t work in a real fight. This led to the instructor

marching into my class and challenging me to a fight in front of my students. Talk about

adrenaline dump.I declined, but offered him one of my younger students, who had been

coming to my class for the last six months. This enraged the Kung fu master and I had to agree

to fight him after he disposed of my Nineteen year old student.The fight lasted less than a

minute. And I had to pull my student off the poor man. You see, my student went straight for a

double leg takedown, followed by the mount and then decided to ground and pound the poor

guy.Afterwards I remember the instructor complaining that he didn’t come over for a scrap. He’d

come over for a proper fight. You see, this was his way of justifying to himself, how he’d just

been beaten. In his mind that wasn’t fighting. It was thuggery. But on that day, after that fight,

every one of my students and every one of his students knew this mixed martial arts or street

defence, as I called it back then, was the way forward.This is my point. The difference back

then is the same as it is now.Just because you have been taught MMA, doesn’t mean you have

the tools to beat a good street fighter. Yes you have an advantage over the average Joe, but

not a guy who does this week after week with no training.There is so much more to fighting

than just fighting and I hope this book helps you understand this.For the record, I have never

once started a fight. I actually hate violence. But I understand that when attacked, you must

defend yourself as if your very life depended on it. Prepare for the worst and the best always

happens.Enjoy and absorb!MY PROMISE TO YOUMMA (Mixed Martial Arts) is the fastest

growing sport in the world. Boxing is no longer the dominant combat force it once used to be.

The last great boxer the world got excited about was Mike Tyson and his inner demons were

the only thing that held him back from becoming the greatest fighter of all time. At his peak,

Tyson was unstoppable. Constantine "Cus" D’Amato taught him everything he knew and Tyson

ran with it. But put the unstoppable Tyson in the cage with an average MMA fighter and Tyson

will lose almost every time…..WHY!?Think about it. When all you can use is your hands and

your opponent can use fists, feet, knees, elbows, wrestling, ju-jitsu etc. You’re in the shit! How



many times do boxers need to be split by the ref for holding?Each time that bridge is closed, an

MMA fighter, can and will, take a boxer down. Why wouldn’t he? If you’ve spent your whole life

boxing and only boxing and an MMA fighter has spent his life learning many fighting skills but

specialising in none, the MMA fighter has the option to change distances, tie up the boxer and

take him to the ground, where the boxer is essentially an upturned turtle with no defence and

no idea!The MMA fighter has the exact same problem with the seasoned street fighter,

because he will bite, stab, gouge. Basically anything goes and nine times out of ten his mates

are kicking the shit out of you while you’re trying to put on the perfect Kimora or Arm Bar.How

do we solve this problem? We solve it by firstly understanding and accepting that MMA is not

street fighting and that the majority of techniques being taught in MMA will not work for you in

the street.My promise to you is that the techniques illustrated in my book, both physical and

mental, will work for you - if you’re unfortunate enough to find yourself in a blood and guts

street fight, where there are no rules and where you can’t tap out if the going gets tough.All I

ask of you is that you practise and pressure test the techniques I am giving you, as you will not

learn how to defend yourself in the street just by reading this book, in the same way you won’t

become a bodybuilder by reading books on how to lift weights. You must begin to put into

practise your new knowledge only then will you begin to grown both physically and

mentally.ABOUT MEI was bullied all through high school, until about sixteen years old when I

was hit by the most popular and feared boy in school. This guy had made my life a living hell

and I’d finally had enough. The tide was about to turn!I was always stronger than everyone in

my year as I joined a local gym when I was twelve, but I suffered from low self confidence and

was an easy target for boys with even less confidence than me. Anyway, after I won that fight,

everyone in school treated me with respect. I enjoyed this feeling and never looked back; from

that day on I never backed down to anyone or anything. I confronted my fear and it changed my

life forever.I started fighting competitively, opened up my own gym and ended up teaching

thousands of men women and children, what I called back then, street defence. None of this

may have happened if it wasn’t for the confidence and respect that this one fight gave me. In

short, fighting has changed my life.As I write this book and look back upon the years of bullying

I endured all through high school, I realise that I’ve made a great personnel discovery. You see,

I always thought that I was picked on because I was shy and very quiet. But upon reflection, so

were half of my class mates and indeed my close friends. So why me? This pattern of abuse

has followed me into adulthood also. In almost every job I ever had, whether it was; postman,

car mechanic, labourer or fork lift driver. People always seemed to pick a fight with me. Why?I

went to college to study leisure management and on my first morning I’d already been fighting.

Why?I went clubbing at the weekends and I’d always end up fighting, either in the club or at the

taxi rank, while all my mates where enjoying themselves. Why?Why me? I asked friends and

family members what was wrong with me. Was I an asshole? Did I look at people funny? Did I

have an attitude problem? There had to be a reason that I had been in so many street fights

and most of my friends had never even been in a fight in their life!I knew I wasn’t an asshole. I

also knew that I had never started a fight in my life. I then thought that maybe paranoia was

causing me to over analyse every situation I found myself in and I was inadvertently staring at

people, trying to decipher who was going to attack me next, thus giving the impression that I

was looking for trouble. I was so confused and paranoid that I stopped going out, because it

seemed to me that every time I did, I’d end up hurting someone, or hurting myself. Because

you must remember at this time I was heavily into bodybuilding and when I broke my hand it

meant I couldn’t train for weeks.Through writing this book, I now understand why I’ve always

been a target. I was surprised when I came to this conclusion, but it does make sense. When I



was twelve I took up weightlifting and I loved it. I got results almost immediately, and I hold my

hand up to being a bit of a genetic freak! I even put stones of muscle on with a diet of Iron Bru

and cream cakes.This pissed off my friends, who were swallowing raw eggs and milk at the

time, but after a year or so I got my diet together and boy did I grow. At thirteen I was beating

my dad and uncles at arm wrestling, and my dad isn’t small!I remember benching 100 kg for

five reps at fourteen years old! Most adults who train 3 times a week cannot achieve this.I was

different, but I was shy. Painfully shy! My classmates saw that I was different and prayed on my

weaknesses. It became a race to see who could beat the big shy guy.I now understand that

being big and standing out from the crowd can make you an arsehole magnet. Every drunken

prick wants to take on the big guy and brag about his conquest. And at my biggest I was over

twenty one stone. That’s a big target! I began to notice that they never fought me square on

unless they were really drunk. They would almost always ambush me, in the hope I’d get

knocked out by their cheap shot.Fortunately this almost never happened and the look on their

face was priceless when I didn’t hit the ground. I now understand why, through my life I have

always encountered aggression!!

I was bullied all through high school, until about sixteen years old when I was hit by the most

popular and feared boy in school. This guy had made my life a living hell and I’d finally had

enough. The tide was about to turn!I was always stronger than everyone in my year as I joined

a local gym when I was twelve, but I suffered from low self confidence and was an easy target

for boys with even less confidence than me. Anyway, after I won that fight, everyone in school

treated me with respect. I enjoyed this feeling and never looked back; from that day on I never

backed down to anyone or anything. I confronted my fear and it changed my life forever.I

started fighting competitively, opened up my own gym and ended up teaching thousands of

men women and children, what I called back then, street defence. None of this may have

happened if it wasn’t for the confidence and respect that this one fight gave me. In short,

fighting has changed my life.As I write this book and look back upon the years of bullying I

endured all through high school, I realise that I’ve made a great personnel discovery. You see, I

always thought that I was picked on because I was shy and very quiet. But upon reflection, so

were half of my class mates and indeed my close friends. So why me? This pattern of abuse

has followed me into adulthood also. In almost every job I ever had, whether it was; postman,

car mechanic, labourer or fork lift driver. People always seemed to pick a fight with me. Why?I

went to college to study leisure management and on my first morning I’d already been fighting.

Why?I went clubbing at the weekends and I’d always end up fighting, either in the club or at the

taxi rank, while all my mates where enjoying themselves. Why?Why me? I asked friends and

family members what was wrong with me. Was I an asshole? Did I look at people funny? Did I

have an attitude problem? There had to be a reason that I had been in so many street fights

and most of my friends had never even been in a fight in their life!I knew I wasn’t an asshole. I

also knew that I had never started a fight in my life. I then thought that maybe paranoia was

causing me to over analyse every situation I found myself in and I was inadvertently staring at

people, trying to decipher who was going to attack me next, thus giving the impression that I

was looking for trouble. I was so confused and paranoid that I stopped going out, because it

seemed to me that every time I did, I’d end up hurting someone, or hurting myself. Because

you must remember at this time I was heavily into bodybuilding and when I broke my hand it

meant I couldn’t train for weeks.Through writing this book, I now understand why I’ve always

been a target. I was surprised when I came to this conclusion, but it does make sense. When I

was twelve I took up weightlifting and I loved it. I got results almost immediately, and I hold my



hand up to being a bit of a genetic freak! I even put stones of muscle on with a diet of Iron Bru

and cream cakes.This pissed off my friends, who were swallowing raw eggs and milk at the

time, but after a year or so I got my diet together and boy did I grow. At thirteen I was beating

my dad and uncles at arm wrestling, and my dad isn’t small!I remember benching 100 kg for

five reps at fourteen years old! Most adults who train 3 times a week cannot achieve this.I was

different, but I was shy. Painfully shy! My classmates saw that I was different and prayed on my

weaknesses. It became a race to see who could beat the big shy guy.I now understand that

being big and standing out from the crowd can make you an arsehole magnet. Every drunken

prick wants to take on the big guy and brag about his conquest. And at my biggest I was over

twenty one stone. That’s a big target! I began to notice that they never fought me square on

unless they were really drunk. They would almost always ambush me, in the hope I’d get

knocked out by their cheap shot.Fortunately this almost never happened and the look on their

face was priceless when I didn’t hit the ground. I now understand why, through my life I have

always encountered aggression!!It is simply man’s insecurity about himself, which causes him

to fear and to feel the need to prove their worth to their peers by slaying an imaginary giant! To

all who read this…. I have always been and always will be. A friendly giant!!!

mma fighter gets paralyzed, mma fighter gets in bar fight, mma fighter gets skull crushed, mma

fighter gets hit in the back of the head, mma fighter gets eye knocked out, mma fighter gets

kicked in the nuts, mma fighter gets kicked in the nuts twice, mma referee gets knocked out,

mma ref gets knocked out, mma dancer gets knocked out

Nathan Hewitt, “Tough. Resourceful. Insightful. Necessary.. Quick and easy read. But that is the

whole point. It cuts straight through all the BS that most books would offer. This is a guy who

talks based on experience.Which is exactly what you want. Someone who tells you how it is

and what to do about it. You need to know this stuff. Whether you want to protect yourself, be

aware of what is out there. You don't need to be a person of violence. But you should always

have the backup strategy in your mind, when faced with those situations.”

stevereardon1120, “Survival in the real world-no shit-what everyone should know when

traveling or living just about anywhere. This is a book I am giving my son. I love my boy

because he is a good boy, bright and talented, and I want him to be around long after I am

gone. Unfortunately, the world is not all sweetness and light. Religion just can't help you, when

you are blindsided by a crazy with no scruples, and no sense of right or wrong. Craig Scott is a

good guy, but, he is only here because he learned how to overcome evil and fight for life in an

arena on the streets of Glasgow. This book is straight talk, honest and true. Learn it, and it

may save your life or the life of that precious son, who always manages to get into trouble,

even when his halo shimmers in your heart. It is easy to read, so your son won't get bored.

Buy it!”

James mcquade, “Awesome. Craig was my personal trainer he for sure knows his stuff . Loved

the book really helpful”

Smithy, “Five Stars. Excellent book”
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Scott Bates, “Excellent and honest!!. I really related this book to my own life.....very honest and

to the point. Definitely recommend this book if you have low confidence when knowing whether

to attack or not. Well done Craig.”

The book by Luis Carballo has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 10 people have provided feedback.
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